The Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich houses a large manuscript collection of Baroque opera excerpts from the bequest of Adolf Sandberger, catalogued as "Opemfragmente, Mus. Mss. 5734." 2 Preserved in three separate portfolios, the fragments contain Italian, German, French and English selections spanning the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries by a wide range of composers, from the famous to the barely known. There is a special Venetian folder in the second volume, entitled "Opemfragmente, Venetianische Schule," * I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Gunter Brosche, director of the Musiksammlung, ÔNB, and to the staff for their assistance and for permission to use the material. A similar appreciation is due to the staff of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek and to Director Dr. Robert Munster (Musiksammlung) for their help in locating the collection, for the microfilm and for the written authorization concerning the "Fragmente."
that contains the music of Boretti, Cavalli, Cesti, Ferrari, Freschi, Legrenzi, Pallavicino, Pollaroli, Sacrati, Sartorio, Varischino and Ziani. To find Sacrati's name among these composers is surprising since all references to him in music literature declare his works for the stage to be lost.
The title page, written on stave paper in Latin script, reads:
"Mus. Mss. 5734 /VI. 24" "Copie aus der Hofbibliothek, Wien" 3 PROSERPINA RAPITA
Drama per musica Poesia di Giulio Strozzi Musica di Francesco Sacrati
Covering ten pages, the music includes a Sonata (a 5), Proserpina's lament and the subsequent recitative (Scene 1, Act I), and a duet between Proserpina and Plutone (Scene 2).
A letter, addressed to Sandberger, is appended to the score: In order to examine the source of the fragment, I requested a copy of the "original" score from the Ôsterreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna. The answer from Dr. Gunter Brosche, director of the Musiksammlung in the ÔNB, was puzzling: "Unless more information is available" -he wrote -"the Library is unable to help as there is no such work listed in their catalogue, neither under Sacrati's name nor in the title index." Yet the correspondence between Dr. Johann and Professor Sandberger mentions the score.
Recent sources consulted on early Venetian opera and of Sacrati's stature added further confusion to the problem. Few seventeenth-century publications were accorded more importance in the survey of Venetian musical life than Minerva al tavolino by Cristoforo Ivanovich (1681 Ivanovich ( -1688 . Its accumulated data has been quoted and referred to by scholars and musicians as the only reliable contemporary account of works, dates, composers and poets during the formative years of opera in Venice. This unanimous admiration was shattered in 1976 by Thomas Walker's article in which he questions Ivanovich's accuracy and demonstrates that many mistakes were committed in the identification of composers and poets (Walker 1976: 7-20) . The two composers most frequently credited with the authorship of operas actually composed by others were Cavalli and Sacrati. Ivanovich, as Walker explains, moved to Venice around 1657, and hence -contrary to earlier assumptions -was not an eye-witness to the first twenty years of operatic development in the city. Whether it was misinformation or careless research that caused Ivanovich to favour Cavalli and Sacrati is hard to determine; nevertheless, the numerous errors listed by Walker discredit the reliability of his work in matters related to the early period of Venetian opera (Walker: 10-11).
This study addresses two problems: one, the identity of the composer of the Proserpina rapita fragment, and two, the whereabouts of the original manuscript that served as the source for the Munich/Vienna excerpts.
A thorough search investigating the background of Proserpina rapita reveals the following: Vi si ritrovano perfino le numerose descrizioni della musica, come quella già citata. Con tutta probilità 1'edizione del 1644 è una ristampa a scopo puramente letterario.
("The libretto does not present any indication of a new production either of the first version or of an eventual new composition by Sacrati. It bears the indication 'second printing' and contains the dedication given with the original edition to an identical text, apart from some insignificant printing mistakes.
Here one can see, once again, the numerous descriptions of the music like that already cited. In all probability, the 1644 edition is a reprint for a purely literary purpose.") [Walker: 14] 3. There also exists strong evidence against the location of the performance in the St. Moisè theatre. Newly examined state papers and general archival material agree that the theatre was closed during the 1644 season and for the subsequent three years (Monterosso- Appended to the letter was a xeroxed copy of the fragment in Molitor's hand; this score was the obvious "original" version used for the Munich samples. 6 A crucial fact has been settled by Dr. Brosche's letter, namely that there is no complete score of this opera in the Musiksammlung in Vienna. Lack of additional musical sources prompted a change in the identification process; the text of the Munich/Vienna excerpts became the core of the subsequent investigation.
Even a cursory look at the plot points to inconsistencies. Roman mythology tells of Proserpina's sad fate: she was abducted by Pluto while picking wild flowers in a meadow with friends and carried -against her will -to the underworld where she was forced to marry him. Inexplicably, the opening Professor Sandberger may have seen the Molitor score personally during a visit to Vienna, recognized its unique nature and asked for a copy for his files. This might explain the lack of extant correspondence between Dr. Lach and Professor Sandberger in the ÔNB.
scenes of Act I of the manuscript are located in the underworld ("Reggia Plutone"). The duet of scene two starts with Pluto's words, "Che piangi amata sposa?" If Proserpina is already Pluto's wife, why does the title allude to her abduction? The answer is given in Monterosso-Vacchelli's essay on Monteverdi's later operas: "Quasi tutta l'azione si svolgeva mediante d'assieme: dal terzetto iniziale della prima scene (my italics), ove 'Proserpina, Aretusa e Ciane cantano unitamente'. . ." {op. cit., 107) . 7 Clearly, something is amiss. Molitor's version opens with a solo, not a trio; thus the content of Strozzi's libretto and that of the Vienna/Munich fragments cannot be identical. We have here two different stories.
A musical analysis, based on melodic and harmonic elements, reveals that (1) the formal organization displays a clear distinction between recitative and aria, (2) the melodic writing of the aria and the duet contains sequences, recurring melodic patterns and regular phrase structures, and (3) tonality and functional chord progression dominate the harmonic language with occasional modal sections and cross relationships.
Thus the Proserpina rapita excerpts show musical traits akin to the Venetian tradition practiced between 1650 and 1670. Textual evidence points to Proserpina and Pluto as part of the plot but not necessarily the main characters of the story. Therefore the title might be as spurious as the name of the composer.
An extensive survey of Venetian operas related to the Proserpina legend led eventually to Cesti's famous work, // Porno d'Oro. Act I, scenes one and two from the Munich/Vienna fragments are identical with the opening scenes in the first act of Cesti's opera, and the Sinfonia given in the excerpts corresponds to the prelude preceding Act II.
The composer of the Vienna/Munich manuscripts has been discovered; now the question about Molitor's role in copying the music with the erroneous title should be addressed.
Biographical data advises us that Molitor was in regular contact with Venetian musical life, first as conductor and solo violinist of the local orchestra (1796-97 season), and later as music historian and bibliographer during his frequent visits to Italian libraries in search of unpublished vocal and instrumental scores (or partbooks) from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Wurzbach " Almost all the action occurs by means of ensembles: the opening trio of the first scene where 'Proserpina, Aretusa and Ciana sing together'..." 1868: 18/(n.p.)). 8 Among several portfolios, bequeathed to the Nationalbibliothek, is a handwritten folder labelled "Matenalen zu einer Geschichte der Music" (Mus. Hs. 19241) . The unfinished study contains a lengthy description of early Italian opera and a fairly complete list of dramatic music written by Italian composers in the seventeenth century. More than one hundred musical examples, mostly copied in Molitor's hand, are appended to the notes. The Proserpina excerpt is one of these. 9
The collection displays Molitor's well organized system in the method of choosing examples which are subdivided into several categories. It seems almost certain -and the handwritten reference to Winterfeld's Gabrieli supports this assumption -that Molitor's attention was caught by the use of a brass ensemble for the accompaniment in the scenes from Proserpina. One can hardly blame him for the mistake: early Italian Baroque opera was a virtually unknown subject during the first half of the nineteenth century.
What conclusions can be drawn from the clarification process of the Proserpina fragments? Are there any practical results of these findings?
In practical terms, the two libraries -the Nationalbibliothek in Vienna and the Staatsbibliothek in Munich -can amend their catalogue listings and save many hours of frustrating search by music historians should they be confronted with Sacrati's name in one of these collections.
For scholars there is the reminder that most manuscript holdings of major libraries contain numerous complete and incomplete Baroque opera scores which carry spurious titles or are attributed to the wrong composer. Thus a systematic research to list suspected scores, and an undertaking (based on comparison) to identify these works, are long overdue. A comprehensive venture of this nature could uncover material presently thought to be lost.
Finally, there remains the unresolved question concerning the whereabouts of
In later life Molitor was closely associated with R. G. Kiesewetter in the rediscovery and private presentations of early music for small select audiences of professional and amateur musicians. It was in search for more material, to be performed at these concerts, that he travelled to Italy regularly. Molitor notes on the first page of the Proserpina excerpt: "der 3' Akt fehlt." This comment hints that the "original" score must have contained two fairly complete acts of music. 
